Glen India introduces 6071 Split Chimney for a Lower Noise in the Kitchen

Glen India has always believed in innovation, and all the appliances are designed for an easy
and better life. GL 6071 split chimney is ideal for a home maker, as she spends most of her
time in kitchen, and thus this chimney saves her from pollution and also harsh noise of
chimney on ears.This a best chimney as it takes the noise straight out of the kitchen, as this
has separate outdoor and indoor units so one can enjoy the silence too.
The sleek look and curve glass finish makes this a stylized accessory in your kitchen. The
strength of the toughened glass and the elegant curve design add a touch of unbeatable
luxury. Style with smartness is what Glen chimneys are famous for; hence this best chimney
has intelligent controls for an outstanding performance and results. A three speed push
button control panel for convenience and two powerful 40 W lamps for perfectly focused
lighting make working in kitchen a pleasurable experience. Easy to clean double baffle
filters and Italian PDCA motor makes it flame retardant and more durable. Baffle filter
technology separates oil molecules and spices from smoke and thus when smoke passes the
grease gets collected in the bends rather than getting accumulated on the kitchen cabinet
area, thus saving the expensive modular kitchens from harmful effects of carbon. The larger
filter size makes the suction power even better thereby giving best results. Glen 6071 split
chimney comes with life time warranty and is available in 60 cm & 90 cm size and suction
power 1250 m3/hr for more reliable results." Indian cooking habits like deep frying requires
higher suction chimney which often makes too much of noise. And the normal chimneys are
usually installed with single unit which doesn't solve the purpose, thus Glen split chimney
6071 has been designed to take all the pollution and noise out of the kitchen effectively"
says Sohrab from Glen. One can see this spectacular product all the leading stores and Glen
exclusive galleries.
Now enjoy the silence and savor the sound of cooking, sizzling, sautéing and bring art to
your cooking. Add style and safety to het modern kitchens with elegant looks blended
with an extraordinary performance and price of 6071 split chimney from Glen.
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